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Abstract
The execution time of a real-world application varies substantially due to both system variations (e.g. CPU performance) and hardware states (e.g. energy efficiency).
A neural architecture that can be operated effectively under certain conditions
(e.g. low energy regime) may not be suitable for others, which can cause long
latency that leads to poor user satisfactory. In this paper, we present QoS-NAS, a
Quality-of-Service-aware neural architecture search that automatically searches for
a neural network to be executed efficiently at each frame rate condition. At runtime,
the controller of QoS-NAS offers trade-offs between accuracy and efficiency by
transforming its downstream architectures at almost no additional latency cost. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of QoS-NAS and show that QoS-NAS
significantly outperform MobileNetV2 in terms of QoS satisfactory.
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Introduction

Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has become an effective and promising approach to automate the
design of deep learning models. It aims at finding the optimal model architectures based on their
performances on evaluation metrics such as accuracy (Zoph and Le, 2017).
A common characteristic of the models searched by classic NAS methods is that a single model is
typically considered as the optimal architecture. However, such an assumption turn out not to be ideal
for real-world setting. In real-world, the execution times of an application vary substantially( Gaudette
et al. (2016)), due to both system variations (e.g. CPU performance) and hardware states (e.g. energy
efficiency). When the system workload is too high or battery power is too low, a neural architecture
may have long latency and thus leads to poor user satisfactory. Intuitively, the architecture entails the
ability to adapt to the change of both system and hardware states; for instance, we prefer the model
to become more light-weighted while encountering low battery condition. Taking these conditions
into consideration, we develop Qos-NAS, a NAS framework which offers a single neural network
executable at a different level of QoS parameter requests. For each input pair of image sample
and QoS parameter request, the controller is trained to select a best-suited architecture from the
architecture distribution. With sub-modules being shared across different architectures, weights can
be re-used for architectures that have never been selected before. Our QoS-NAS framework allows
every sample and QoS parameter request pair to have their specifically tailored architectures.
QoS-NAS also aligns with the concept of conditional computing (Bengio et al., 2015; Kuen et al.,
2018; Liu and Deng, 2017; Teja Mullapudi et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Véniat and Denoyer, 2018))
since the instance-level architecture depends on the given input sample. However, these methods
mentioned above assume their base model to be optimal across all samples, then perform their
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Figure 1: For each input instance, the controller of QoS-NAS learns to select an expert child
architecture from the expressive meta-graph while considering the input image instance and QoS
parameter request.
algorithm as a post-processing method to further reduce computational costs. In contrast, QoS-NAS
is a neural architecture search framework with built-in instance awareness during architecture design
and inference time decisions. Nevertheless, when the system states vary, these methods cannot adapt
the network architecture to meet QoS requirements accurately. QoS-NAS elegantly combines the
ideas of NAS and conditional computing by learning a controller to search and select architectures
while considering both the data variation and different level of QoS parameter requests.
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QoS-NAS: QoS-aware Neural Architecture Search

QoS-NAS inherits the design paradigm of InstaNAS (Cheng et al., 2018) on building instanceawareness into NAS, which incorporates a weight-sharing meta-graph (Bender et al., 2018; Pham
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018) and a controller (Zoph and Le, 2017; Pham et al., 2018) responsible for
architecture search sampling.
Similar to InstaNAS, QoS-NAS contains two major components: a meta-graph and a controller.
The meta-graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which each node represents the weights of a
convolutional module and the edges represent the output of a module is taken as the input of the
other. As a result, selecting a sequence of nodes within the meta-graph forms a valid architecture.
Furthermore, the meta-graph can be treated as a set that represents all the possible combinations of
child architectures.
On the other hand, the controller of InstaNAS is designed to be instance-aware. Different to InstaNAS,
it consumes not only the input image instance, but also a QoS parameter request (e.g. a certain frame
rate) in advance to the meta-graph. The controller then predicts a probability vector p. Such a p
corresponds to a child architecture within the meta-graph that is specifically designed for the input
instance and QoS parameter request. During the architecture search, which involves reinforcement
learning, we sample child architectures with respect to p. We use policy gradient to train the controller
with a multiple-objective reward:
R = RAccuracy · RQoS ,

(1)

, which RAccuracy is accuracy reward and RQoS is QoS parameter reward that are both normalized
to [0, 1]. In our experiments, we use frame rate as the QoS parameter in RQoS as a case study. The
RQoS is calculated as:

1, if QoS parameter request satisfied.
RQoS =
(2)
0, otherwise.
Such a reward function design treats RAccuracy as a preference that is only considered while hard
constraint RQoS is satisfied.
QoS-NAS is trained with three stages: (a) “pre-train” the meta-graph, (b) “search” for architectures
while jointly fine-tunes the meta-graph, and (c) “fine-tune” the meta-graph. In the pre-training stage,
we use the random drop-path training paradigm (Bender et al., 2018), which makes any randomly
sampled child architecture a valid architecture with decent accuracy. Such a pre-training is required,
since, as described earlier, the search stage includes random sampling architectures. Otherwise, the
sampled architectures will produce incorrect and noisy rewards. The second stage aims to search
for architectures and train the controller as well. However, we observe that the controller tends to
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uniform

beta1

beta2

beta3

beta4

MobileNetV2 1.4×
MobileNetV2 1.0×
MobileNetV2 0.4×
MobileNetV2[0.4,1.0,1.4]

8.2
11.9
12.6
12.6

18.0
21.8
22.2
23.1

34.59
46.44
48.48
49.31

0
0.1
0.2
0.2

1.9
4.0
4.7
5.0

InstaNAS_C10_A
InstaNAS_C10_B
InstaNAS_C10_C
InstaNAS_C10_D
InstaNAS_C10_E
InstaNAS[A,B,C,D,E]

13.1
20.8
24.3
35.0
71.5
72.5

23.0
29.5
32.1
39.2
63.2
64.6

50.1
67.7
73.4
84.8
91.8
94.9

0.2
0.9
1.5
4.7
43.4
43.4

4.8
11.5
15.5
29.2
80.3
81.2

QoS-NAS

82.7

83.8

86.4

79.8

82.3

beta5

Table 1: Cifar10 QoS performances in terms of satisfied (both frame rate and accuracy) requests
percentage (%). QoS-NAS out-performs MobileNetV2 on five simulated frame rate distribution.
Note that the controller latency is already included in the reported number.
exploit RQoS easily, comparing to RAccuracy . In other words, it is easy for the controller to select
extremely-shallow architectures that have high RQoS (e.g., high frame rate) but low RAccuracy (e.g.,
low accuracy). As a solution, we set the QoS parameter request range related to the number of the
current epoch. This design shares a similar concept with curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009)
which aims to gradually increase the task difficulty to avoid sudden collapsing. To be more specific,
we enforce the controller to prefer low frame rate architectures in the early stage, then steadily
scale up the targeting frame rate. In the third stage, we fine-tune the meta-graph with accuracy
only while setting the weights of the controller fixed. This stage aims to make the meta-graph fully
dedicating into the current controller policy and to reveal its best performance. Generally, the input
QoS parameter requests during fine-tune stage can be in any distribution (e.g., uniform, normal)
according to the real-world use case. In our experiment, we simply assume uniform distribution when
fine-tuning the meta-graph.
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Experiments

In this section, we explain and analyze the building blocks of QoS-NAS. We specify our main task
to be image classification, though QoS-NAS is expected to work for most vision tasks. We choose
frame rate as our QoS parameter, which is a very important factor to satisfy user experience.
Search Space. We follow the search space design proposed by (Cheng et al., 2018), which
consists of 17 layers and each layer is consisted
of 5 choices of modules: one basic convolution
(BasicConv) and four mobile inverted bottleneck
convolution (MBConv) layers with different kernel sizes {3, 5} and filter expansion ratios {3,
6}. We formulate the actions of the controller
in each layer to be binary options among the
five module choices. As a result, each layer has
25 = 32 combinations of option, and approximately 3217 ' 1025 combinations of a complete
network within the whole meta-graph.
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Figure 2: The five module options in each cell of
Module Latency Profiling. The reward com- QoS-NAS including basic convolution and mobile
putation is especially challenging for QoS-NAS inverted bottleneck convolution with different exin practice. The reward of QoS-NAS considers pansion ratios (F) and kernel sizes (K). Note that
the frame rate of each child architecture sampled DWConv stands for depthwise convolution.
in an instance-wise manner, which becomes extremely time-consuming, thus impractical to measure the frame rate for each architecture. Therefore,
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Figure 4: Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of QoS-NAS. At runtime, the controller of
QoS-NAS can offer diverse trade-offs among accuracy and efficiency by transforming its downstream
architecture.
to alleviate this problem, we adopt a strategy similar to (Yang et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018). We
first profile the latency of each module in each layer and record the values within a look-up table.
During the search phase, with each sampled child architecture, we check out the latency cost of
each module and accumulate the values to form an estimated latency for the child architecture. To
demonstrate the estimated latency is a good proxy for the real latency, we measure the correlation
coefficient between estimated and real latencies for input resolution 32, 64 and 224 settings, which
yield consistently high correlation coefficients of 0.97, 0.98 and 0.97, respectively.

p(x| , )

3.0
Quantitative Results We validate QoS-NAS
beta1 ( = 0.5, = 0.5)
on CIFAR-10 dataset with 5 simulated input
beta2 ( = 1.0, = 3.0)
2.5
frame rate distributions as the QoS parameter
beta3 ( = 3.0, = 1.0)
beta4 ( = 2.0, = 2.0)
requests. The five distributions include uni2.0
form distribution and four beta distributions with
different α and β values as visualized in Fig1.5
ure 3. Our experimental results in Table 1 show
70.1%, 60.7%, 37.0% , 79.6% and 77.3% of
1.0
QoS satisfactory improvement comparing to MobileNetV2 on the five input distributions, respec0.5
tively. We also compare with the model found
by InstaNAS (Cheng et al. (2018)). InstaNAS
0.0
can be considerate as a special case of QoSx(framerate)
NAS which the input QoS parameter requests
are constant. As shown in Table 1, InstaNAS Figure 3: Visualization of the four beta distribucan find extremely architectures with high frame tions with different α and β values.
rate, which is effective for some specific input frame rate distributions (e.g. beta2). However, when
considering a more diverse range of QoS requests, QoS-NAS performs more consistent stable than
InstaNAS.

We also plot the accuracy of QoS-NAS at different frame rate request in Figure 4. At runtime, the
controller of QoS-NAS can instantly offer diverse trade-offs among accuracy and efficiency even in
finer-granularity of frame rate request.
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Conclusion and Discussion

We instroduce QoSNAS, a novel neural architecture search approach with build-in Quality-of-Serviceawareness. QoS-NAS outperforms MobileNetV2 on five distributions of QoS parameter requests
with a large margin. More future research on extending this framework to other QoS parameters
(e.g., power consumption) or vision tasks (e.g., object detection) may further exploit the benefits of
QoS-NAS.
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